
Comfort 
 
 

How important is comfort and warmth in your home? At Cork Concepts we know you will 

love the benefits of a cork floor.  With cork you don’t sacrifice your warmth and comfort to 

have a luxury floor. 

 

Imagine waking up and placing your feet onto freezing tiles. With cork, even a naked baby 

can spend hours on the floor because cork retains warmth.  Your home will be safe because 

cork is non allergenic and is easily cleaned with only hot water. And with more Kiwi’s realizing 

our winters are damp and our houses are cold, it makes sense to have flooring that doubles 

as a warming material for the home. 

 

The resilience which allows cork to fit into any sized wine bottle neck also gives a soft foot fall 

on the floor and a cushioned surface for plates and glasses to fall onto. This helps tired feet 

and aching bones while the acoustic properties of cork soundproof between apartments 

and rooms and reduces the clatter of shoes.  

 

Cork flooring comes in many colours and sizes.  At Cork Concepts we custom make your 

floor especially for you with our quality pledge ensuring a high standard of excellence.  

Choose from our range of 15 colours or choose from the Resene paint range and we will 

match it for you.  

 

Additionally Cork Concepts stocks Acoustic Cork, a popular 

underlay sold in 915 x 610 sheets. This acts as an excellent non-toxic 

insulation material.  

 

Wood flooring gets scratched, ceramics crack and carpets stain 

while cork comes up trumps being eco-chic, soft and warm.  This is 

the ‘Louis Vutton of flooring’, direct from the Mediterranean.   

 

 

 

The Cork Concepts Quality Pledge 

Each cork tile is of the highest quality and this is pledged to all of our customers through a 

rigorous quality assurance system that ensures our tiles are assessed at each stage of 

their journey from the sustainable cork forests of Portugal to your floor. 

sales@creativeflooring.nz 
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